2020 Advanced Summer Institute
Using Evidence in Practice (305.865.11)
June 8-9, 2020
Instructors: Dr. Carolyn Cumpsty-Fowler & Dr. Keshia Pollack Porter
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
615 N. Wolfe Street, Room W4030
Baltimore, MD 21205
Registration is open!
For more information and to register, please visit the Center Summer Institute Webpage

This 2-day, 2-credit course introduces essential concepts and skills for implementing evidence in practice. Participants will learn how to apply evaluative thinking throughout the life of the program, identify and critically evaluate scientific and contextual evidence, and determine how best to tailor this to varied implementation settings.

Topics will include:

- Applying evaluative thinking throughout the process of program design and implementation,
- Finding and examining the evidence in the scientific and grey literature,
- Assessing contextual factors,
- Recognizing the importance of cultural and multisectoral humility,
- Identifying and engaging stakeholders and partners, and
- Developing an evidence-informed logic model.

- Proposed tuition is $2,394 for credit and $1,198 for non credit students
- One scholarship covering non-credit tuition will be available
- Meet and greet Center faculty lunch on day 2

Visit our Website and follow us on Facebook and Twitter to learn more.

Please contact Edith Jones @ ejones10@jhu.edu or (410) 955-2221 with questions.